The brave diplomat who saved
thousands of lives in WWII

Salvaging a Norse king’s 500year-old wooden warship

The public library where you’re
supposed to make noise
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THERE’S
NO
PLACE
LIKE
MARS
Inside a novel experiment to feel
at home on another planet

W E L C O M E
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M A R S

A HOSTILE LANDSCAPE. CRAMPED QUARTERS. DEHYDRATED FOOD.
A PHOTOGRAPHER TAKES PART IN
EXPERIMENTS TO LIVE ON ANOTHER PLANET

PHOTOGRAPHS BY CASSANDRA KLOS
TEXT BY JENNIE ROTHENBERG GRITZ

Crew members
are caught outside in changing
weather, a
stand-in for a
Martian dust
storm. They
abort their
research and
radio the habitat
to coordinate a
safe return.

Karen Rucker
looks up at the
inside of a lava
tube during
a spacewalk.
The deep caves
resemble the
terrain that likely
awaits human
explorers on
Mars.

W

HEN CASSANDRA KLOS WAS

growing up in rural New Hampshire, it was easy
to see the stars. She traced the constellations
with her ﬁnger and imagined how it would feel
to travel among them. As a college art student,
she launched a photo project about Betty
and Barney Hill, a New Hampshire couple who
claimed to have been abducted by aliens.
Then Klos went on her ﬁrst mission to Mars.
To be clear, no earthling has actually set foot on the red planet.
NASA is hoping to send a crew there in the 2030s, as is China, and
the private company SpaceX is working to establish a permanent
Martian presence with starships ferrying humans back and forth
to Earth. “We don’t want to be one of those single-planet species,”
SpaceX founder Elon Musk said in April, outlining the company’s
ambitions. “We want to be a multi-planet species.”
First, though, there’s some ﬁguring out to do. Designing the
right spacecraft and living spaces is part of the challenge. There
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DUST STORMS ROLLED IN,
CUTTING OFF THE SOLAR
POWER SUPPLY JUST AS
THEY WOULD ON MARS.
Kneepads are
part of the gear
participants
wear as they
explore volcanic
terrain. The
scuffs reﬂect
the sharpness of
the landscape
around the
habitat.

Crew members
don spacesuits. Although
they breathe
normally on their
excursions, they
wear the type
of life-support
system they’d
need on Mars.
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The HI-SEAS
habitat at the
top of Mauna Loa, with
another volcano,
Mauna Kea, in
the distance.
The solar panel
on the left provides most of the
electricity for
the mission.

A timer and
countdown clock
located within
the airlock
keep track of
compression
levels inside the
habitat.

are also prosaic, but important, questions. How will people shower with a limited supply of water? What will it take
to grow fresh greens to supplement the steady diet of dehydrated food? And with civilians from diﬀerent backgrounds
living together in close quarters, will Martian habitats end up
resembling the set of Jean-Paul Sartre’s play No Exit, where
hell is other people?
The two-week mission Klos joined in 2015 was designed
to explore those kinds of questions. It took place at the Mars
Desert Research Station in Utah, four hours south of Salt
Lake City, but everyone spoke and acted as though they were
actually on Mars. A group of six people lived in a two-story
cylindrical building. The commander, a former member of
the Army National Guard, kept the participants on a strict
schedule of ﬁxing electrical systems, taking inventory, tidy-

ing up the facilities and sampling the soil. Everyone was assigned a special role: Klos’ was to prepare reports to share with
the public. The health safety oﬃcer kept tabs on the crew’s
well-being, and the engineer monitored levels of carbon dioxide and solar power.
Before stepping outside in a spacesuit, Klos and the others
had to get permission from mission control back on “Earth”
(actually a coordinator stationed in a nearby town). That person would send information about the winds and weather,
and determine how long each person could stay outside the
base. Sometimes dust storms rolled in, cutting oﬀ the solar
power supply just as they would on Mars. Klos was allowed
to bathe only once a week, using a couple of buckets of water.
She was enchanted.
“This is not performance art,” says Klos. “These are real
November 2021 | SMITHSONIAN
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“THIS IS NOT
PERFORMANCE
ART. THESE ARE REAL
SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS.”
Spacesuited
crewmates often
communicate
using signals
borrowed from
scuba divers.
A hand on the
head indicates
that all is well.
This gesture also
happens to cast
a shadow that
resembles the
alien in E.T.
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scientiﬁc endeavors. Sometimes people
make the critique that we’re role-playing
too much. But the goal is to really live
the way people are going to live on Mars
so scientists can ﬁgure out how to make
it work when we get there.”
There are about a dozen such habitats around the globe, hosting simulations that run anywhere from two
weeks to a full year. One of these is
run by NASA’s Human Research Program at the Johnson Space Center
in Houston. But other facilities are
funded by private organizations. The
Mars Society, established by Brooklynborn aerospace engineer Robert Zubrin,
operates the habitat in Utah, where Klos
returned for another mission in 2017,
and another in the Canadian Arctic. Klos
also took part in a mission at the Hawaii
Space Exploration Analog and Simulation, or HI-SEAS. The facility is run by
the International MoonBase Alliance, a
group founded by the Dutch entrepreneur Henk Rogers.
HI-SEAS is located on Hawaii’s big island at 8,200 feet above
sea level, on top of the active volcano Mauna Loa. NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center is collaborating with the facility to gather information about volcanic caves and the microbes that live in
those Mars-like conditions. HI-SEAS is also studying the limitations of doing that kind of work while wearing heavy spacesuits.
It’s hard enough for astronauts to hold a screwdriver in a gloved
hand while repairing the International Space Station, but if
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Lindsay Rutter
examines a
volcanic rock.
She’s studying
tiny organisms
that live in such
environments
and may have
Martian counterparts.

Fabio Teixeira
works on weather experiments.
On days when
solar power is
scarce, the blue
glow of the control system is the
only light source
in the habitat.

Shelf-stable
grains and
dehydrated
produce make
up most of the
crew’s diet. Instant hot chocolate is always in
high demand.

Michaela Musilova,
center, helps participants plan spacewalks,
listing the times they’ll
be gone and the GPS
coordinates of places
they intend to explore.

Ben Greaves
analyzes microgreen and herb
samples. He’s
experimenting
with a substance
called hydrogel,
which absorbs
humidity from
the atmosphere.

HI-SEAS HAS BEEN
COLLABORATING WITH
NASA’S GODDARD SPACE
FLIGHT CENTER.

Staying ﬁt in
conﬁnement is
a crucial part of
every mission.
When humans
travel to Mars,
the 300-million-mile journey
will take at least
seven months.
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people are going to be clambering on Martian rocks
looking for microbes, they’ll need the right gear.
The missions are open to people who have no background in science, engineering or astronaut training.
After all, the goal is to send ordinary folks into space,
so it’s worth ﬁnding out whether ordinary folks can
coexist in Mars-like conditions here on Earth. Each
two-story habitat at a simulation facility has usable
ﬂoor space of only about 1,200 square feet—the size
of two small apartments stacked on top of each other—which isn’t much room for six people who can’t
just breeze out for a walk around the block.
To get a spot on a Mars or Moon simulation, you
have to propose a project that the leaders believe is
useful. One recent HI-SEAS participant focused on
3-D printing, looking at ways to create bricks out of
volcanic rock. Another studied hydrogen fuel cells.
Yet another tried out diﬀerent methods for growing
hydroponic lettuce. Many projects focus on psychological research, looking at how various foods, exercises and smells inﬂuence people’s moods while
they’re crammed together in a pressurized capsule.
Preparations for Mars may prove to have beneﬁts
for life on Earth. Earlier research for space travel

THESE PREPARATIONS
FOR MARS MAY PROVE
TO HAVE BENEFITS FOR
LIFE ON EARTH.

paved the way for medical advances such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The data we’re gathering now about surviving on solar power, conserving
water and growing plants in arid conditions could be
useful here at home as our climate changes.
The director of HI-SEAS, the 32-year-old astrobiologist Michaela Musilova, says she makes an eﬀort
to assemble diverse crews, using the internet to recruit teachers, journalists and artists like Klos. On a
mission Musilova led in the fall of 2020, she ended
up with crew members who supported opposing
candidates in the November presidential election.
“That made for very interesting dynamics,” she
says. But Musilova says her teams are most innovative when their members come from diﬀerent backgrounds. The range of perspectives is great for problem-solving, and the variety of personal stories can
help combat boredom. And people who are eager to
spend time on Mars, simulated or otherwise, tend to
have certain things in common, including a willingness to live with strangers in close quarters and an
enthusiasm for future space explorations.
“We all have our quirks,” Musilova says. “We’re
all going to make mistakes and annoy other people.
But when someone is having a bad day, we
go out of our way to cheer them up. When
someone is being a pain in the ass, we’re
able to have some empathy.” If living together on Mars can make us into better versions of ourselves, that might be the greatest breakthrough of all.

The habitat and
experiments
at HI-SEAS are
designed to prepare humankind
for a permanent
presence on
the Moon as
well as for Mars
missions.

Musilova makes
her way down
a steep lava
tube, followed
by Karen Rucker
and Greaves.
Musilova has
been conducting
NASA research
at various lava
tube locations for many
months.

BYLINES

Photographer
Cassandra
Klos recently
completed a
master’s degree
in ﬁne arts at
Duke University’s
experimental and
documentary arts
program.
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